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    CHAPTER 1 

   INTRODUCTION 

  

1.1 Introduction 
 

1.1.1 Data Science 

The term “DataiScience”ihasiemergedionlyirecently to specificallyidesignateia new 

professionithatiis expecteditoimakeisenseiofithe vastistores of data. This data can be text, 

videos, audio. Data scienceitodayihasiexpandeditoieveryifield. From predicting 

stockipricesitoigeneratingiimagesifrom captions, data science is ubiquitous. 

Butimakingisense of data hasiailongihistory and has been discussed by 

scientists,istatisticians,ilibrarians,icomputeriscientistsiandiothersiforiyears. 
 

Data science can be defined as a blend of skills in three major areas which is depicted in 

Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 
         Figure 1: Data Science 
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1.1.2 Data Scientist 

Aicommonipersonalityitraitiof dataiscientists is theyiareideepithinkers with intense 

intellectual curiosity.iDataiscienceiisiall about being inquisitivei– asking new questions, 

makinginewidiscoveries,iand learninginew things. Data scientists are passionate 

aboutiwhatitheyido,iand reap. There is a glaring misconceptionioutithere that you 

neediaisciencesior mathiPh.D to become ailegitimateidataiscientist. E.g. a Ph.D 

statisticianimayistill needitoipickiup a lot of programmingiskillsiand gain business 

experience,itoicompleteitheitrifecta. The unyielding intellectual interest of facts scientists 

push them to be encouraged autodidacts, driven to self-learn the proper abilities, guided 

via their own willpower. In general, a DataiScientist takes on theifollowing 

threeimainitasks –  

 

• Data Exploration - Thisiprocess mainly involves gathering, cleaning and analysing 

data. Becauseidata scientistsiutilize technology so that it will wrangle huge facts sets 

and workiwith complicated algorithms, and itIcalls for toolsifar greaterisophisticated 

thaniExcel. Dataiscientists needito be ableito code - prototype briefisolutions, in 

additionIto integrate withicomplicated data systems. Coreilanguages associatediwith 

data scienceiinclude SQL,iPython, R, andiSAS. Onithe peripheryiare Java,iScala, 

Julia, andiothers. 

 

• Using machine learning - Machine learning is a term closely associated with data 

science. It refers to a broad class of methods that revolve around data modelling to 

(1) algorithmically make predictions, and (2) algorithmically decipher patterns in 

data.  

 

• Data Product Engineering - This involves communicating your findings via a 

product, which involves visualisation and presentations. Not only for presentations 

at high level meetings but also to explain things to the team, a data science expert 

would need good communication skills. The work that a team of data scientists do 

has to be aligned with the goals of the business to reap benefits. Hence it is crucial 

to convey the right message to the team and that’s where someone with a good 

communication skill would be of immense value. 
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1.2 Overview of Technologies Used  
 

1.2.1 Natural Language Processing  
 

Natural language processing is a set of techniques that allows computers and 

people to interact. Consider the process of extracting information from some data 

generating process: A company wants to predict user traffic on its website so it can 

provide enough compute resources (server hardware) to service demand. 

 

NaturaliLanguage Processing is a field thaticoversicomputeriunderstanding and 

manipulationiofihumanilanguage,iand it’s ripe with possibilitiesiforinews gathering,” 

Anthony Pesce said in Natural Language Processing in the kitchen. “You usually hear 

about it in the context of analyzing large pools of legislation or other document sets, at-

tempting to discover patterns or root out corruption.” NLP is a way for computers to 

analyze, understand, and derive meaning from human language in a smart and useful way. 

By utilizing NLP, developers can organize and structure knowledge to perform tasks such 

as automatic summarization, translation, named entity recognition, relationship 

extraction, sentiment analysis, speech recognition, and topic segmentation. “Apart from 

common word processor operations that treat text like a mere sequence of symbols, NLP 

considers the hierarchical structure of language: several words make a phrase, several 

phrases make a sentence and, ultimately, sentences convey ideas,” John Rehling, an NLP 

expert at Meltwater Group, said in How Natural Language Processing Helps Uncover 

Social Media Sentiment. “By analyzing language for its meaning, NLP systems have long 

filled useful roles, such asicorrecting grammar, converting speech to text and 

automaticallyitranslating between languages.” 

“NLP is useditoianalyseitext,iallowing machines toiunderstandihowihuman’sispeak. 

This human-computeriinteraction enables real-world applications like automatic text 

summarization, sentiment analysis,inamed entity recognition, parts-of-speech tagging, 

relationship extraction,istemming, and more. NLP isIcommonly used for text mining, 

machine translation, and automated question answering. NLP isicharacterized as a hard 

problem in computeriscience. Humanilanguage is rarelyiprecise, or plainly spoken. To 

understandihuman language is to understand not only the words, but theiconcepts and 

how they’re linked together to create meaning.iDespiteilanguageibeingioneiofithe easiest 
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things for humans to learn, theiambiguity of language is 

whatimakesinaturalilanguageiprocessing a difficult problem for computers to master.” 

 

“NLP algorithmsIare typically basedion machine learningialgorithms. Instead of 

hand-codingilarge sets of rules, NLP can rely on machineilearning to automatically learn 

theseirules by analysingia set of examples (i.e. a large corpus, like a book, down to a 

collection of sentences), andimaking a statistical inference. Inigeneral, the more data 

analyzed, the moreiaccurate the modeliwill be.” 

• Summarize blocksiofitext usingiSummarizer to extractithe mostiimportant and 

centraliideas while ignoringiirrelevant information.  

• Createia chat bot using  Pasey McParseface, a language parsing deep learning model 

made by Google that uses Point-of-Speech tagging. 

• Automaticallyigenerate keyworditags from content using AutoTag, which leverages 

LDA, aitechnique thatidiscovers topicsicontained withinia body of text. 

• Identifyithe typeiof entity extracted,isuch as it being aiperson, place, oriorganization 

usingiNamed Entity Recognition. 

• Use Sentiment Analysis to identify theisentiment of a string of text, fromivery 

negative to neutralito very positive. 

• Reduce wordsito theiriroot, or stem,iusing Porter Stemmer, or breakiup textiinto 

tokensiusingiTokenizer. 

“Open Source NLP Libraries provide the algorithmic building blocks of NLP in real 

world applications. Algorithm provides a free API endpoint for many of these 

algorithms, without ever having to setup or provision servers and infrastructure.” 

• Apache Open NLP: aimachine learning toolkitithat provides tokenizers,isentence 

segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity extraction,ichunking, parsing, co 

reference resolution,iand more. 

• Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK): a Pythonilibrary that providesimodules for 

processing text,iclassifying, tokenizing, stemming, tagging, parsing, andimore. 

• Standford NLP: a suite of NLP tools thatiprovide part-of-speech tagging, theinamed 

entity recognizer, coreference resolution system, sentiment analysis, and more. 
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• MALLET: aiJava package that provides Latent Dirichlet Allocation,idocument 

classification, clustering,itopic modelling,iinformation extraction,iand more. 

1.2.2 Machine Learning 
 

iMachine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI). The goal of machine 

learning generally is to understand the structure of data and fit that data into models that 

can be understood and utilized by people.” 

Despite the fact that system studying is a area inside computer science, it differs from 

conventional computational procedures. In traditional computing, algorithms are units of 

explicitly programmed commands used by computers to calculate or hassle clear up. 

gadget gaining knowledge of algorithms rather allow for computer systems to train on 

information inputs and use statistical analysis to be able to output values that fall within 

a selected variety. because of this, system gaining knowledge of helps computer systems 

in constructing models from pattern records for you to automate decision-making 

strategies based totally on statistics inputs. 

Any technology user today has benefitted from MachineiLearning. Facial 

recognition allows social media systems to help users tag and share photographs of 

friends. Optical character recognition (OCR) technology converts images of text into 

movable kind. recommendation engines, powered via machine learning, advise what 

films or television suggests to observe subsequent based totally on consumer possibilities. 

Self-riding cars that depend on gadget studying to navigate might also quickly be 

available to clients. 

“Machine learning is a continuously developing field. Because of this, there are some 

considerations to keep in mind as you work with machine learning methodologies, or 

analyze the impact of machine learning processes.” 
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Figure 2: Machine Learning Process 

Machine Learning Methods 

“In machine learning, tasks are generally classified into broad categories. These 

categories are based on how learning is received or how feedback on the learning is given 

to the system developed. 

Twoiofitheimostiwidelyiadoptedimachine learning methodsiareisupervised learning 

whichitrains algorithmsibased on example inputiandioutput data thatiis labeled by 

humans,iand unsupervised learningiwhich provides theialgorithm with no labeled data 

iniorder to allow it toifind structure within itsiinput data. Let’s exploreitheseimethods 

inimore detail.” 

Supervised Learning 

“Inisupervisedilearning, the computeriisiprovided with exampleiinputsithat are 

labeled with theiridesired outputs. Theipurposeiofithis methodiisifor theialgorithmito be 

ableitoi“learn” by comparing itsiactualioutput with thei“taught”ioutputs to findierrors, 
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and modify theimodel accordingly. Supervisedilearning therefore uses patternsito predict 

labelivalues on additionaliunlabelled data.” 

“For example,iwithisupervised learning, anialgorithm mayibe fed dataiwithiimages of 

sharksilabelledias fishiand images ofioceansilabelled as water. By being trainedionithis 

data, theisupervised learning algorithmishould be ableito lateriidentifyiunlabelled 

sharkiimages as fish and unlabelled ocean images as water.” 

“Aicommon use case ofisupervised learning isito use historical dataito predict statistically 

likelyifuture events. It mayiuse historical stock market informationito anticipate 

upcomingifluctuations, or beiemployed to filter out spamiemails. In supervised learning, 

taggediphotos of dogs canibe used as input data toiclassifyiuntagged photos of dogs.” 

UnsupervisediLearning 

“In unsupervised learning,idata is unlabelled,iso the learning algorithmiis left to find 

commonalitiesiamong its inputidata. As unlabelled dataiare more abundant thanilabeled 

data, machineilearning methods that facilitateiunsupervised learning areiparticularly 

valuable. 

The goaliof unsupervised learning may beias straightforward as 

discoveringihiddenipatterns within a dataset, butiitimay also have aigoaliofifeature 

learning, whichiallows the computational machine toiautomatically discover the 

representationsithat are needed to classify rawidata.” 

“Unsupervised learning isicommonly used for transactionalidata. You may have a 

largeidataset of customers and theiripurchases, but as aihuman you will likely notibe able 

to makeisenseiof what similariattributesican be drawn fromicustomer profiles 

anditheiritypes of purchases. With thisidata fed into an unsupervisedilearning algorithm, 

it may beidetermined that women ofia certain age rangeiwho buy unscented soapsiare 

likely toibe pregnant, and therefore a marketing campaignirelated to pregnancy and 

babyiproducts can be targeted to thisiaudience in order to increase their numberiof 

purchases.” 
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“Without being toldia “correct” answer, unsupervised learningimethods can lookiat 

complex dataithat is more expansive andiseeminglyiunrelated iniorderitoiorganize it in 

potentiallyimeaningfuliways. Unsupervised learningiis often used for anomaly 

detectioniincludingifor fraudulent credit card purchases,iand recommender systems that 

recommendiwhat products to buyinext. In unsupervised learning, untagged 

photosiofidogsican be used as input data forithe algorithm to findilikenessesiand classify 

dogiphotos together.” 

Approaches 

As a field,imachine learning is closely related to computational statistics, soihaving 

a background knowledge in statistics is useful for understanding and leveraging machine 

learning algorithms. 

“Forithoseiwho may not have studied statistics, itican be helpful to 

firstidefineicorrelation and regression,ias they are commonlyiused techniques for 

investigatingithe relationship amongiquantitative variables. Correlation isia measure of 

associationibetweenitwo variables thatiare not designated as either dependent or 

independent. Regression atia basic leveliis used toiexamine the relationship between 

oneidependent and one independentivariable. Because regression statisticsicanibe used to 

anticipate the dependent variableiwhen the independent variable isiknown, regression 

enablesiprediction capabilities.” 
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Figure 3: Approaches for Machine Learning as per the Data 

 

1.1.3 Deep Learning (Neural Networks)  
 

“Deep Learningiisiaisubfield of machine learningiconcerned with algorithms 

inspirediby theistructureiand functioniof the brain callediartificial neuralinetworks. 

Deep learningi(also known as deepistructuredilearningior hierarchical learning) is part of 

a broaderifamily of machine learning methodsibased on learning data representations,ias 

opposed to task-specific algorithms.iLearning can be supervised, semi-

supervisedioriunsupervised.” 

 “Deep learningimodels areiloosely related to informationiprocessingiand 

communication patterns in a biological nervous system, such as neural coding that 

attempts to define a relationship between various stimuli and associated neuronal 

responses in the brain.” 

 “While traditional machine learning algorithms are linear, deep learning algorithms 

are stacked in a hierarchy of increasing complexity and abstraction. To understand deep 

learning, imagine a toddler whose first word is dog. The toddler learns what a dog is (and 

is not) by pointing to objects and saying the word dog. The parent says, "Yes, that is a 

dog," or, "No, that is not a dog." As the toddler continues to point to objects, he becomes 
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more aware of the features that all dogs possess. What the toddler does, without knowing 

it, is clarify a complex abstraction (the concept of dog) by building a hierarchy in which 

each level of abstraction is created with knowledge that was gained from the preceding 

layer of the hierarchy.”” 

 

 

1.3 Organization 
 

What Do We Do ?     

Analyse millions of customer comments (or other text data) at a speed no human can 

match and an accuracy level no computer algorithm can match. 80% of “big-data” is in text 

form – we help customer focused businesses harness the power of this data. 

How Do We Do It ?  

By combining machine learning algorithms with human intelligence to leverage the 

best of both. Our distinctive approach has won recognition from NIST (a US federal 

technology agency), TiE, Pan-IIT, NASSCOM, Google, and Yelp. 

 

Does It Work ?  

We have already generated significant sales from 40 clients, which include the 

world’s leading e-commerce, CPG, Beauty companies & sports teams. We are also backed 

by a top tier VC company (Vedanta Capital) and angel investors with successful track 

record in building startups. 

Can it scale?  

Our software as a service (SAAS) product that will allow clients to access our 

solution directly from their computers, and customize it to their needs. With this product, 

we can serve hundreds of enterprise clients. 

“SetuServ is a text analytics firm focused on building Voice of Customer (VoC) solutions 

using Natural Language Processing (NLP) and curation. These VoC solutions derive 

actionable insights that clients can use to "close the loop" with their customers and to make 

strategic & operational improvements. SetuServ has successfully applied this with 20+ 

clients on a variety of textual data sources such as Net Promoter Score (NPS)/survey "open" 

ends, social media comments, reviews and in-bound complaints. 

SetuServ's offering was demonstrated at the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC), and is 
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proven to produce as accurate outputs as those of the professional curators of National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). SetuServ has given tech talks at Google and 

Yelp. SetuServ is the winner of the prestigious 2014 TiE50 Hot Startup Awards.” 

 

• We build custom AI models to solve your specific business challenges 

o We collect data , wherever it resides and separate signal from the noise. 

Our platform is agnostic to data source and will gather feedback from your 

customers, curate enormous volumes of unstructured text, and design specific 

taxonomies to reflect each individual business question. As your competitive 

ecosystem evolves, our solution will evolve in tandem. 

 
Our service-driven approach ensures incredibly accurate and high-performing 

machine learning models, resulting in granular and actionable insights. Whether 

you are measuring NPS, CSAT or star ratings, the SetuServ platform will provide 

sentiment and weight for every contributing trait. 

 
 

Figure 4: SetuServ’s Skierarchy Platform 

       (Artificial Intelligence + Human Intelligence) 

 

An out-of-the box product isn’t enough. Vanity metrics won’t give you insight. Our 

Skierarchy Platform architecture ensures that our analyst team is working with you 
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to continually tune the machine and react to the fluid nature of your competitive 

ecosystem in real-time. 

 

• Customized AI : Machine Power + Human Accuracy 

      “Too often, businesses are using simple counting statistics or multiple choice 

survey feedback as proxies for complex concepts like engagement, affinity and loyalty. 

Such an approach maybe helpful to provide directional feedback, but is wholly-

insufficient to support important business decisions, both tactical and strategic. 

 

    Industry-specific AI solutions, while targeted, are typically modeled on generic 

data and therefore too broad to provide answers to the specific questions that your 

employees are asking on a daily basis. 

Our approach is designed to allow for significant up-front learning and 

collaboration between SetuServ consultants and client stakeholders. This allows us to 

build models that are uniquely-tailored to each client and for each specific functional 

purpose. 

         80% of the answer isn’t good enough. We’ll get you the rest of the way there. 

• How does it work ? 

 

o Identify sources and collect data 

  The SetuServ platform is agnostic and can ingest data from any public or private 

source. We will work with you to identify valuable troves of customer feedback 

across social media platforms, ecommerce sites and discussion forums, and 

supplement with private resources such as NPS/CSAT surveys and customer 

support logs. 

o Build custom taxonomies 

Our consultants conduct a deep dive into the specifics of each respective 

business question to ensure that your unique taxonomies will provide actionable 

insight. We’ll continually monitor the sources as consumer communication 

preferences change and curate the incoming text to match your individual needs. 
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o Act, Adapt , Repeat 

Armed with granular insights, SetuServ clients can take tactical action to address 

product, marketing,  or customer service issues, while using higher-level trends 

and emerging themes to guide strategic brand direction, innovation programs or 

corporate strategy. As the competitive ecosystem evolves and the facts change, 

our analyst team will ensure that the SetuServ platform adapts and continually 

gets smarter. 

 

Solutions : Our customers use the insights generated from the SetuServ platform to 

inform the tactical to the strategic. Whether you are testing the impact of marketing 

communications, tracking customer service metrics or providing deal support for an 

acquisition, SetuServ can help. 

 

e.g.      Change product packaging 

Adjust customer support scripts 

Inform innovation programs 

Improve start ratings 

Boost NPS and CSAT scores 

Drive shareholder value 

 

Consumer tastes change, competitors launch new products, and new alternatives 

emerge. Modern industries are in a state of near-constant change, and our platform is 

custom-built to reflect that. 

Our customers include global CPG companies driving incremental innovation at the 

product level and/or disruptive innovation at the corporate level, retailers seeking to 

deconstruct online star ratings, consumer brands measuring the impact of digital media 

spend and hardware manufacturers quantifying customer success programs. 

Across industry type, company size and stage, and functional department, organizations 

are turning to SetuServ to provide the “why” to their most pressing business issues. 
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Product Development  

Tweak in-market products and inform your new product pipeline 

Marketing Communications 

Understand what messages are resonating with your audience, across platforms 

Customer Service 

Track emerging issues, quantify impact and capture improvements 
 
Innovation 

Identify white space in the market to inform large-scale innovation or small bets 

Corporate Strategy 

Insert the customer’s voice into long-term planning and resource decisions at the highest 
level 

Transaction Support 

Provide robust and structured diligence for strategic transactions and scenario analyses. 

 

1.4 Problem Statement  
 

In terms of what text analytics does, there are a lot of misconceptions. To many 

business users, text analytics is a box where unstructured text goes in and structured 

information magically comes out. Through the use of a complex taxonomy and algorithms, 

text analytics is essentially about making human information (text, documents, language) 

understandable by computers and a way to discover value in text. Text Analytics is a 

process that can analyse any type of unstructured text, extracting high-quality and relevant 

information that can drive further analysis and strategic decision making. 

Traditional analysis technologies are not able to effectively handle unstructured data 

because they merely manage lists organized in databases, and, equally important, without 

understanding the meaning of the terms, they cannot find the precise information contained 

within the text. 

        Text Mining is one of the most complex analysis in the industry of analytics. The 

reason for this is that, while doing text mining, we deal with unstructured data. We do not 

have clearly defined observation and variables (rows and columns). Hence, for doing any 
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kind of analytics, we need to first convert this unstructured data into a structured dataset 

and then proceed with normal modelling framework. In terms of what text analytics does, 

there are a lot of misconceptions. To many business users, text analytics is a box where 

unstructured text goes in and structured information magically comes out. Through the use 

of a complex taxonomy and algorithms, text analytics is essentially about making human 

information (text, documents, language) understandable by computers and a way to 

discover value in text. Text Analytics is a process that can analyze any type of unstructured 

text, extracting high-quality and relevant information that can drive further analysis and 

strategic decision making. 

The opportunity cost of any business to ignore unstructured data is paramount in today’s 

fierce competitive world. According to an IDC survey, unstructured data takes a lion’s 

share in digital space and approximately occupies 80% by volume compared to only 20 for 

structured data. While the unstructured data is available in abundance, the number of 

software products and solutions that can accurately analyze the text, present insights in an 

understandable manner along with the ability to integrate such insights readily into other 

extant models that use numerical only data are rare. A lot of the challenges in this space 

arise from the fact that natural language provides the flexibility to convey exactly the same 

meaning in umpteen different ways, or worse, exactly the same statement in a different 

context may convey completely different meaning. 

Traditional analysis technologies are not able to effectively handle unstructured data 

because they merely manage lists organized in databases, and, equally important, without 

understanding the meaning of the terms, they cannot find the precise information contained 

within the text. Machine learning algorithms designed to analyze numerical data exactly 

know the structure of numbers and they are pre-programmed to process the data with 

precision. In case of natural language, it gets very problematic. Dialects, jargon, 

misspellings, short forms, acronyms, colloquialism, grammatical complexities, mixing one 

or more languages in the same text are just some of the fundamental problems unstructured 

data poses. It makes extremely difficult to precisely analyze unstructured data in the same 

way we process structured data. 
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1.5 Proposed Solution 
 

• We are currently analysing millions of customer comments (or other text data) at 

a speed no human can match and an accuracy level no computer algorithm can 

match. 80% of “big-data” is in text form, we help customer focused businesses 

harness the power of this data.�We do it combining machine learning algorithms 

with human intelligence to leverage the best of both. Our distinctive approach has 

won recognition from NIST (a US federal technology agency), TiE, Pan-IIT, 

NASSCOM, Google, and Yelp. 

• Our software as a service (SAAS) product that will allow clients to access our 

solution directly from their computers, and customize it to their needs. With this 

product, we can serve hundreds of enterprise clients. We build custom AI models 

to solve your specific business challenges. We collect data , wherever it resides 

and separate signal from the noise. 

• Our platform is agnostic to data source and will gather feedback from your 

customers, curate enormous volumes of unstructured text, and design specific 

taxonomies to reflect each individual business question. As your competitive 

ecosystem evolves, our solution will evolve in tandem. 

• Our platform is agnostic to data source and will gather feedback from your 

customers, curate enormous volumes of unstructured text, and design specific 

taxonomies to reflect each individual business question. As the competitive 

ecosystem evolves, our solution will evolve in tandem. 

• Our service-driven approach ensures incredibly accurate and high-performing 

machine learning models, resulting in granular and actionable insights. Whether 

you are measuring NPS, CSAT or star ratings, the SetuServ platform will provide 

sentiment and weight for every contributing trait. 
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CHAPTER 2 

WORKFLOW 

 
2.1 Our Workflow 

 

2.1.1 Overview 

    Text classification is a widely studied subject in the information science 

sector. It has been relevant ever since the origin of digital text documents. Text 

classification generally involves a multi-step process. Text classification process can 

be summarised in a simple graph as shown below : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

               Figure 5: The text classification process 

 

The text classification process can roughly be divided in two sections: pre-

processing and classification.iThe pre-processing section roughly contains step one 

through six (see Figure 5).iThe main goaliof the whole classificationiprocess is to 

assign a labelitoian event by evaluating itsitextual details. A text can beiseparated 

into aiset of words, which we will use asifeaturesifor classification. The performance 

oficlassificationigenerally improves if theifeatures are transformediand filtered, 

which reduces theisize and sparsity of the feature set.iTheifinal step in Figure 5 is 

classification. In this step, a classifier isiused to predict a label for unlabeledievents. 

A model is built based on labeled training data and this model will predictithe label 
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of unlabeled,ipreviouslyiunseen test data. The differenceiin the sizeiof these two 

sections mightiappear unusual as theiactual classification seems toibe an important 

part ofithe whole process. However,ithe performance of a classifier is 

mainlyidetermined by the quality ofitheiused feature set. 

 

2.1.2 Data Wrangling and Cleaning 

Data Wrangling isitheivery first stepitoiany of the Data Analysis platforms. It is the 

most basic need of a data scientist. To perform an analysis using Machine Learning and 

Deep Learning techniques, you need to have a very good amount of data. Since, our 

company deals with fetching insights from customer reviews, the very first step is to 

scrape web for reviews. 

Different sources are searched for data scraping , like product review sites , or social 

networking sites etc. Data scraped can vary from a few hundred to million reviews. 

“Web Scraping is a technique employed to extract large amounts of data from 

websites whereby the data is extracted and saved to a local file in your computer or to a 

database in table (spreadsheet) format.” 

“Data displayed by most websites can only be viewed using a web browser. They do 

not offer the functionality to save a copy of this data for personal use. The only option 

then is to manually copy and paste the data - a very tedious job which can take many 

hours or sometimes days to complete. Web Scraping is the technique of automating this 

process, so that instead of manually copying the data from websites, the web scraping 

code will perform the same task within a fraction of the time.” 

 

• Libraries used for data scraping: 

o Beautiful Soup 

“Beautiful Soup is a Python library for pulling data out of HTML and XML files. 

It works with your favourite parser to provide idiomatic ways of navigating, 

searching, and modifying the parse tree. It commonly saves programmers hours 

or days of work.” 

o Scrapy 

“It is not a library , but a complete framework with many functionalities for data 

crawling. Scrapy is a fast high-level web crawling and web scraping framework, 

used to crawl websites and extract structured data from their pages. It can be 
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used for a wide range of purposes, from data mining to monitoring and 

automated testing.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Figure 6: Web Crawler 
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2.1.3  Data Pre-processing  

 

It is the next step that comes after Data Wrangling. Not all the data can be fed to the 

Machine Learning or Deep Learning models, as it will lead to improper training of the 

model, and it might start learning from the noise in the text. So, the noise from the text 

has to be removed before further processing. 

“Data pre-processing is a data mining technique that involves transforming raw data 

into an understandable format.  

  Real worldidataiis often incomplete,iinconsistent, and/or lackingiinicertain 

behavioursior trends, andiisilikely to contain many errors.iData pre-processing is a 

provenimethod of resolving suchiissues. Data pre-processing preparesiraw data for 

further processing. Dataipre-processing is usedidatabase-driven applications 

suchiasicustomer relationship managementiand rule-based applications (like neural 

networks).” 

     Data goesithrough a series of steps during pre-processing: 

• Data Cleaning: Data isicleaned through processes suchias filling in missing values, 

smoothingitheinoisy data, or resolvingithe inconsistencies inithe data. 

• Data Integration: Data with different representations areiput together 

andiconflictsiwithin theidata are resolved. 

• Data Transformation: Data isinormalized,iaggregated and generalized. 

• Data Reduction: This step aimsitoipresent a reducedirepresentation of the data in 

aidataiwarehouse. 

• Data Discretization: Involves theireduction of a number of valuesiofia continuous 

attribute byidividingithe range of attribute intervals. 

Following techniques are used for data pre-processing : 

 

• Stopwords : Not always does this happen that removing stopwords gives us the 

optimal results. Sometimes, the data with stopwords is more helpful.—doubt 

• Stemming and lemmatization : The documents consist of different forms of verb 

as per the requirement, such as write, writes, and writing.  
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“The goal of both stemming and lemmatization is reducing inflectional forms and 

sometimes the derivationally related forms of word like : democracy, democratic 

and democratization, and bringing the word down to a common base form. 

However, stemming and lemmatization are not all the same. 

Stemming is the crude heuristic process that chops off the ends of words, and often 

removes derivational affixes. 

Lemmatization on the other hand makes use of vocabulary and morphological word 

analysis. This normally removes inflectional endings only and retuns the 

base/dictionary form of the word, known as lemma.” 

For eg: “saw” 

Stemming : may return “s” 

Lemmatization : will return “see” or “saw” depending on whether the word 

was used as a verb or noun. 

 

• Punctuation : 

Removing punctuation is always a good idea. Bad quality of data can lead to bad 

results. Punctuations only matter when we are concerned with the sentiment of  

the data, in all other cases punctuation creates a trouble and makes it difficult for 

the model to learn. So, punctuation removal is one of the most basic steps in Data 

Cleaning. This can be done by directly using NLTK, or if you don’t want to 

remove all the punctuations, then a list of punctuations to be removed can be 

generated, and accordingly the punctuations can be removed. 

 

• Topic Modelling : 

“Another such technique used is Topic Modelling using Non-negative matrix 

factorization. NMF is a group of algorithms where a matrix M is factorised into 

two matrices W andiHiwith the property thatiall three matricesihave no negative 

elements. The aimiofieachialgorithm is then to producei2ismaller matrices; a 

documentito topicimatrix and a word to topic matrix that when multiplied together 

reproduceithe bag of words matrix withitheilowest error. Hence, topiwords for 

certain numberiof topics (determined by trial and error) are given to the team for 

creatingitaxonomies.” 
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The teaminow randomly sample data foricreating taxonomies, which after a 

feedback loopiof 3 consecutive runsiis finalized withithe client. The clientiis also 

involved inithe process becauseithey might also want toicapture certain specific 

features ofiproduct. 

The tagging processinow begins. The data thatimachine learning algorithm trains 

on canibe upto few thousands. This is how the training dataifor MLitoilearn is 

obtained. 

 

2.1.4 Converting Text to Vector Form 

Making a vectorirepresentationiofia text means transformingithe feature setiof 

tokens into aidictionary where numbersirepresentiwords. A classifierican 

onlyiworkiwith numbers andinot with theitextualirepresentationiof a word. 

TF-IDF Vectoriser –  

Wordicountsiareia good startingipoint, but areiveryibasic. One issue withisimple 

countsiisithat some wordsilike “the” will appear manyitimesiand their large 

countsiwillinot be very meaningfuliinithe encoded vectors. 

An alternativeiisito calculate wordifrequencies, and by far the mostipopular method 

is callediTF-IDF. This is an acronymithanistands for “Term Frequency – Inverse 

Document” Frequency whichiare the componentsiof the resulting scoresiassigned to 

eachiword. 

• Term Frequency: Supposeiwe have aiset of English textidocumentsiand wish to 

rank whichidocumentiis most relevant toithe query, "theibrown cow". A simple 

way toistart out is by eliminatingidocuments that do not contain allithree words 

"the", "brown", and "cow", but this stillileaves many documents. To further 

distinguishithem, weimight count theinumber of times eachiterm occurs 

inieachidocument; the numberiofitimes a term occursiinia document is called 

its term frequency. The weightiofia term that occurs iniaidocument is simply 

proportional toithe term frequency. The variousimethods of encodingiterm 

frequency are described below -  

• Inverse Document Frequency: Becauseithe termi"the"iisiso common, term 

frequencyiwill tend to incorrectly emphasizeidocuments which happen toiuse the 

word "the" moreifrequently, without giving enoughiweight to the moreimeaningful 

terms "brown" and "cow". The term "the" is not a goodikeyword to distinguish 
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relevant andinon-relevantidocuments and terms,iunlike the less-

commoniwordsi"brown" and "cow". Hence aniinverseidocument frequency factor 

isiincorporated which diminishesitheiweightiof terms that occur veryifrequentlyiin 

the documentisetiand increases theiweightiof termsithat occur rarely. The 

specificity ofia term canibe quantified asian inverse function ofithe number 

ofidocuments in whichiit occurs. 

 

• Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency – tf-idf is calculated as  

tfidf (t,D)  = tf (t,D) * idf (t,D) 

A highiweight in tf–idf is reached by a high term frequency (in the given document) 

and a low document frequencyiofitheitermiin the whole collection of documents; 

the weights henceitend to filter out common terms.iSince theiratio inside the idf's 

log functioniisialways greaterithanior equalito 1, theivalue of idf (and tf-idf) is 

greater thanioriequal to 0. As a term appears in moreidocuments,ithe ratio 

insideidecreases. 

 

2.1.5   Sequence to Sequence Model  

 

The Youtube data is a rich source of reviews, which can be further used for product 

analysis. The crawled YouTube data mostly is the data is without exclamation marks, 

periods, interrogation, hyphen, semicolon or any other punctuation mark. There comes 

into role, our sequence to sequence model. 

 

Sequence to Sequence (Seq2Seq) model refers to training models in such a way, so 

as to convert sequences from one domain (eg. English sentences) to sequences in 

another domain (eg. Same sentences in French) 
   For eg: How are you doing ?  à [Seq2Seq Model] à  Comment allez vous ? 
 

It is also used in Neural Machine Translation or for question-answer machine (i.e. 

generating a sequence of Natural Language answer on providing a sequence of Natural 

Language Question). In short, it is helpful every time you want to generate a sequence 

corresponding to another sequence. 

       It can be formed in various ways : character to character ,word to word. 
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Encoding Scheme tried : 

1. One – hot Encoding 

2. Word Vector Encoding 

 

There are multiple ways of creating Seq2Seq model : 

1. Using RNNs :  

“TheiRNNican easily mapisequencesito sequences wheneverithe alignment 

betweenithe inputs theioutputs is known aheadiof time. However, it isinoticlear 

how to applyian RNN to problemsiwhoseiinput and the output sequencesihave 

different lengthsiwithicomplicated and non-monotonic relationships” 

2. Using LSTM(Long Short-Term Memory) : 

“The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is knownito learn problemsiwith long 

range temporal dependencies,iso an LSTM mayisucceed in this setting(hence,iwe 

are preferringiLSTM overiRNN for punctuation prediction)” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Seq2Seq using LSTM 

 

Working : when we wantitoidecode unknowniinput sequences,iwe: 
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• Start withia target sequenceiofisize (just theistart-of-sequence character) 

• Feed theistate vectors andi1-char target sequence to the decoder to produce 

predictions for the next character 

• Sample the next characteriusingitheseipredictions (we simply use argmax). 

• Append the sampled character to the target sequence 

• Repeat untiliweigenerateithe end-of-sequence characterior we hit the character 

limit. 

           

 
 

      Figure 8: Input and Output of Seq2Seq model 
 

 

 Detailed Steps of Seq2Seq : 

• Encode the inputisequenceiintoistate vectors. 

• Starting withithe fixed inputisequence (just a symbol/word forithe start-of-

sequence) 

• Feed theistate vectors and 1-worditarget sequence to theidecoderito predict the 

nextiword inithe sequence. 

• Sample theinext character usingithese predictions. 

• Then, addithe sampled wordito the targetisequence. 

• This process isirepeated untiliwe generate the end-of-sequence wordioriwe hit 

theicharacter – limit. 
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Figure 9: LSTM Encoder-Decoder Sequence 

 

 

2.2 Analysing the Dataset  
  Analysing the dataset and fetching insights from the data is important for further  

processing. 

2.2.1 Theme Classification: Keyword Pair Generation 

The first thing that is to be done as soon as the data is available, is finding the 

subcategories in which our data is spread. Then, on the basis of these subheadings, the 

data is further divided into smaller chunks. This is done by creating dependencies for 

further theme creation. 

So, the dependencies are generated using Spacy’s “English” model. Spacy is also 

used for POS tagging in the sentences. The most commonly occurring keyword pairs are 

collected from the data.  

 

The Flow: 

To create the dependencies, first nlp is called on the text. Whenever nlp is called on the 

text, spaCy tokenises the text and produces a Doc object. This Doc object is then 

processed in several steps, also referred as Processing Pipeline. Pipeline used in default 

models contains a tagger, an entity recognizer and a parser. The pipeline components 

return the processed Doc, which then is passed to the next component.   
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Figure 10: Processing Pipeline  

 

Tokenizer : Segments text into tokens 

Tagger : Assigns POS(Part-of-speech) tags 

Parser : Assigns dependency labels 

Ner : Detects and labels named entities 

 

The processing pipeline is dependent on the statistical model and its capabilities. 

Eg. ER(Entity Recognizer) can only be included in the component if  model includes 

data to make predictions of entity labels. Therefore, the pipeline is specific to each 

model. 

Specifying a pipeline : 

 
Figure 11: Initializing Processing Pipeline  

 

After successfully generating sentences, dependency parsing is applied over the 

sentences to extract the most common pairs. Syntactic Parsing or Dependency 

Parsing is the task of recognizing a sentence and assigning a syntactic structure to it. 

The most widely used syntactic structure is the parse tree which can be generated using 

some parsing algorithms. The following figure shows one such example.” 
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Figure 12: Dependency Pairs 

 

The most common ancestor and child pairs are separated out. Our idea is that these 

pairs can help the team to get some common themes/classes (taxonomy). 

 

2.2.2     Brand Name Detection : Word2Vec   
    

Every firm in the market wants to know whether or not their customers like them, 

what all are the flaws that they need to work on and the most important : “Who is their 

competition in the market ?” These are the major things that every company wants to 

analyse in order to expand their business and keep going. Here comes into roll the part of 

Brand Name Detection. 

So, fetching out all the brand names from the reviews data and then analysing reviews 

company-wise is an important thing that can help our customer know about their market 

struggle. 

Word2Vec helps in finding all the words with similar vector, which in turn can help 

us coming up with the brand names users have mentioned in the reviews. 

Further, the data will be segregated based on the Brands and analysed. This will help 

the company know, what the consumers feel about the similar products from other brands 

and how is their product superior or inferior from the other. 

 

         
          Figure 13: Vector Representation of Words 
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Workflow : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Using Word2Vec Model 

 

2.3     Running Machine Learning Baseline  
 

There are many machine learning algorithms to choose from. Hundreds in fact. We 

must know whether the predictions for a given algorithm are good or not. But how do we 

know? 

The answer is to use a baseline prediction algorithm. A baseline prediction algorithm 

provides a set of predictions that you can evaluate as you would any predictions for your 

problem, such as classification accuracy. The scores from these algorithms provide the 

required point of comparison when evaluating all other machine learning algorithms on your 
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problem. Once established, we can comment on how much better a given algorithm is as 

compared to the naive baseline algorithm, providing context on just how good a given 

method actually is. In our case we are using logistic regression as a baseline predictor 

method. Logistic regression 

When starting on a new problem if the desired results are obtained using logistic 

regression model is kept as it is otherwise more advanced methods like deep learning 

techniques are used. 

To find the best method suitable for the data, we apply different operations on the data 

and use the method with most optimal results. Here is the workflow of how different models 

are used for training the data : 
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                            Fig 15: Machine Learning Workflow 
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2.3.1 Using Logistic Regression  

Logistic Regression is the baseline model used for any dataset. For most of the 

datasets LR gives positive and satisfactory results. This is the most generic and basic 

model that can be used on a variety of datasets.  

 

“Logistic regression is a statistical method for analysing a dataset in which 

there areioneior more independent variables thatidetermine an outcome. The 

outcomeiis measured with aidichotomous variable (iniwhich thereiare only two 

possible outcomes). 

Inilogistic regression, theidependentivariableiis binary oridichotomous, i.e. 

itionlyicontains data codedias 1 (TRUE, success, pregnant, etc.) or 0 (FALSE, 

failure, non-pregnant, etc.). 

The goal ofilogistic regressioniis toifind the best fittingi(yet biologically 

reasonable) modelito describeithe relationship betweenithe dichotomous 

characteristiciof interest (dependentivariable = response or outcome variable) and a 

setiof independent (predictorior explanatory) variables. Logisticiregression 

generates theicoefficients (and its standardierrors andisignificance levels) of 

aiformula to predict ailogit transformation ofithe probability of presenceiof the 

characteristic of interest:” 

 

where p is the probability of presence of the characteristic of interest. 

The logit transformation is defined as the logged odds: 

 

and 
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Ratherithan choosingiparameters that minimize theisumiof squared errorsi(likeiin 

ordinaryiregression), estimationiin logistic regressionichooses parameters that 

maximize the likelihood of observing the sample values. 

            SciKit Learn support Logistic Regression : 

class sklearn.linear_model.LogisticRegression(penalty=’l2’, dual=False, tol=0.00
01, C=1.0, fit_intercept=True, intercept_scaling=1, class_weight=None, random_s
tate=None, solver=’liblinear’, max_iter=100, multi_class=’ovr’, verbose=0, warm
_start=False, n_jobs=1) 
 

2.3.2 Using Deep Learning Methods  

 Whenever the baseline fails in giving satisfactory results, we move towards advance 

Deep Learning Models. The larger the dataset, the better the deep learning models 

perform. There is an additional feature of early stopping in Deep Learning Models 

(whenever the models stops learning or starts overfitting, the training is interrupted). 

Various Deep Learning Models are experimented with and the one that best fits is used. 

Various Deep Learning Models have been explained in the further chapters. 

 

2.4 Analysing Output/Inconsistencies 
After all the steps of Data Scraping, Data Cleaning, running the machine    learning 

models, the next thing that comes into role is Analysing. Every result has to be analysed 

before passing on to the client, and it must be taken care that the results are as promised to 

the client. If the results are satisfactory, then the output is deployed on the server. If not, then 

the inconsistencies are taken a look at and further rounds of inconsistencies are run and loop 

continues 3-4 times. Very rarely does this happen that the results are as per promised on the 

first round only, because the kind of data for every project varies, and so do the models and 

their parameters required. 

If the model is still not performing upto the mark, then we switch to different Machine 

Learning/ Deep Learning Algorithms. 
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  The Analyzation workflow has been described below in Figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     Figure 16: Analyzation Workflow  
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2.5 Optimization Techniques 
 

2.5.1 Generating/ Refining Inconsistencies in Loop  

To improve the performance of the model, we need to remove the ambiguities from 

the data. This is done by analysing the output inconsistencies. All those inconsistencies 

are taken care of, and then the model is again put into the loop. The check on output is 

made for the themes that are not being learnt by the model, and the reason for the same 

is analysed (whether it is because of the quality of the input data, or maybe the model 

parameters have to adjusted, or maybe the tagging somewhere went wrong, or how the 

model is picking up the top features from the data). After analysing all these possibilities 

and making all possible changes the performance mostly improves. If still the model does 

not improve, then we switch to different Deep Learning Models, and try various other 

optimization techniques mentioned in the further section of the report. 

 

2.5.2 N-Gram Generation  

If  unigrams are not performing good, we need to experiment with the word structures 

and try different word representations like n-grams and then again analyse the difference 

it brings in the results. Also, these n-gram structures can be used in Word2Vec and 

various other models. 

“n-gram isia contiguous sequenceiof n itemsifromia givenisampleiofitext or speech. The 

itemsican be phonemes,isyllables, letters,iwordsior base pairs accordingito the 

application.iThe n-grams typically areicollected fromia text or speech corpus.iWhen the 

itemsiare words, n-grams mayialso be called shingles. 

Using Latin numerical prefixes,ian n-gram of sizei1 is referredito as a "unigram"; size 

2iis a "bigram" (or,iless commonly, ai"digram");isize 3iisia "trigram". English cardinal 

numbersiare sometimes used,ie.g., "four-gram", "five-gram", and so on. In computational 

biology,ia polymer orioligomer of a knownisize is called a k-mer insteadiof an n-gram, 

with specificinames using Greek numericaliprefixes such as "monomer", "dimer", 

"trimer", "tetramer", "pentamer", etc., or English cardinalinumbers, "one-mer", "two-

mer", "three-mer", etc.” 
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o Method used : Gensim n-grams  

“Gensim is a robustiopen-source vector spaceimodelling and topic modellingitoolkit 

implemented iniPython. It uses NumPy, SciPyand optionally Cython foriperformance. 

Gensim isispecifically designed toihandle large texticollections, using data streamingiand 

efficient incrementalialgorithms, which differentiatesiit from most otheriscientific 

softwareipackages thationlyitarget batch andiin-memory processing.” 

GensimiPhrasers automatically detect common phrasesi(multiword expressions) 

from stream of sentences .The Phrasers are collocations (frequently co-occurring tokens). 

phrases = Phrases(sentence) 

bigram = Phraser (phrases) 

trigram = Phrases (bigram[sentence]) 

and so on…. 

Adding to vocabulary (dynamically updating the bigram model) : 

  bigram.add_vocab (new_sentences) 

 

2.5.3 Custom Word2Vec  

It sweeps through sentences in online fashion, handling each co-occurrence 

separately. Custom Word2Vec refers to feeding the Word2Vec embeddings of a similar 

dataset as an input, so as to improve the existing CNN model. 

 

2.5.4 Google Word2Vec  

If the custom Word2Vec is not performing good, then we go for Google Word2Vec. 

Google w2v includes vectors for vocab of around 3 million words and phrases trained on 

around 100 billion of words from Google News dataset. The vector length is 300 implying 

the number of features. 

If we load this model, it prevents the resources and time invested in training custom 

Word2Vec. Since the vocab size is so large, it covers diverse cases in the data.  

 

2.5.5 Glove  

“It is unsupervised learning algorithm to obtain vector representations of words. 

Training is done on aggregated global word – word co-occurrence stats from a corpus of 

data, the resulting representations show interesting linear substructues of word-vector 

space.  
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It precomputes  word x word  co-occurrence matrix in the memory and quickly 

factorizes it. 

Glove is trained on non-zero entries of global word-word-co-ocuurence matrix. It 

tabulates the frequency with which the words are occurring together in the given corpus. 

So, one has to make single pass through the entire corpus in order to populate the matrix. 

If the corpora is large, this can be computationally expensive, though it is one-time cost 

only. Subsequent iterations are fast because it is a Sparse Matrix. 

GloVe is log-bilinear model with weighted least-squares objective. The main 

assumption behind the model is that the ratios of word-word co-occurrence probabilities 

have potential to encode some form of semantic. There is a tradeoff between taking more 

memory (GloVe) vs. taking longer to train (word2vec).” 

 

2.5.6 Skip-gram Model  

In plain English, whereas n-grams are consecutive word patterns, such as bigrams, 

trigrams, four-grams, etc., skip-grams are not entirely consecutive but contain gaps or 

spaces, thus skipping over words.  Skip-gram models are statistical language models, 

which may be used for purposes such as prediction.  Skip-gram models would be 

more fuzzy than regular n-gram models, but also more data intensive. 

 
Figure 17: Skipgram 

 

Skipgrams are usually beneficial when we are trying to fetch the top features from 

the dataset for any particular class. It helps fetch the non-consecutive top-features that 

have contributed the most in the training of the particular class, and hence the data is not 

biased. 
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2.5.7 CNN 

“ConvolutionaliNeuraliNetworksitake advantage ofithe fact that theiinput 

consistsiof images andithey constrain theiarchitecture in a moreisensible way. In 

particular,iunlike a regular NeuraliNetwork,ithe layers ofia ConvNet have neurons 

arranged in 3idimensions: width, height, depth. (Note that the word depth here refers to 

theithird dimensioniof aniactivation volume, notito theidepth ofia fulliNeural Network, 

whichican refer to theitotal number ofilayers in ainetwork.) Foriexample, the 

inputiimages iniCIFAR-10 areian input volumeiof activations,iand the volumeihas 

dimensions 32x32x3i(width,iheight, depthirespectively). Asiwe willisoon see,ithe 

neuronsiin ailayer willionly beiconnectedito a small region of theilayer before it, instead 

of all of the neurons inia fully-connectedimanner. Moreover,ithe finalioutput layeriwould 

for CIFAR-10ihave dimensions 1x1x10, becauseiby theiend ofithe ConvNet 

architectureiwe will reduce theifull image intoia single vectoriof class scores,iarranged 

alongithe depthidimension. Here isia visualization:” 

 

 
Figure 18: CNN Layers 

 

Figure Description 

Left: A regular 3-layer Neural Network. Right: A ConvNet arranges its 

neuronsiin threeidimensions (width, height, depth), as visualized in one of the 

layers. Every layer of a ConvNet transforms the 3D input volume to a 3D 

output volume of neuron activations.iIn this example,ithe red input 

layeriholds the image, so its width and height would be the dimensions of the 

image, and the depth would be 3 (Red, Green, Blue channels). 
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Layers used to Build ConvNets 

 “As we describediabove, aisimple ConvNetiis aisequence of layers, andievery layer 

ofiaiConvNet transformsione volume of activations toianother through 

aidifferentiableifunction. Weiuse three mainitypes of layers to build ConvNet 

architectures: Convolutional Layer,iPooling Layer, and Fully-Connected 

Layer (exactly asiseen in regular Neural Networks). We will stack these layers to form a 

full ConvNet architecture.” 

       Example Architecture: Overview. We will go into more details below, but a simple 

ConvNet for CIFAR-10iclassification could have the architecture [INPUT - CONV - 

RELU - POOL - FC]. In more detail: 

• INPUT [32x32x3] will hold the raw pixel values of the image, in this case an image 

of widthi32,iheighti32, andiwith threeicolor channelsiR,G,B. 

• CONV layeriwillicompute the outputiof neuronsithat areiconnected to localiregions 

in theiinput, eachicomputing aidot product betweenitheir weights and a small 

regionithey are connected toiinithe inputivolume. This may result in volume such as 

[32x32x12] if we decided to use 12 filters. 

• RELU layer will apply an elementwise activation function, such as 

the max(0,x)max(0,x) thresholding at zero. This leaves the size of the volume 

unchanged ([32x32x12]). 

• POOL layer will perform a downsampling operation along the spatial dimensions 

(width, height), resulting in volume such as [16x16x12]. 

• FC (i.e. fully-connected) layeriwill computeithe classiscores, resultingiin volumeiof 

sizei[1x1x10], whereieach ofithe 10inumbers correspondito a class score,isuch as 

amongithe 10 categories ofiCIFAR-10. As with ordinaryiNeural Networks and as the 

name implies, each neuron in this layer will be connected to all the numbers in the 

previous volume. 

“In this way, ConvNets transformithe original image layeriby layerifrom theioriginal 

pixelivalues toithe finaliclass scores. Noteithat some layersicontain parameters and 

otheridon’t.iIniparticular, theiCONV/FC layers perform transformationsithat are 

aifunction ofinot onlyithe activationsiin theiinput volume, butialso of the 

parametersi(the weights and biases ofithe neurons). Onithe otherihand, 

theiRELU/POOL layers will implement a fixed function. Theiparameters in the 
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CONV/FC layers willibe trainediwith gradientidescent so that the class scores that 

the ConvNet computes are consistent with theilabelsiin the trainingiset for each 

image.” 

            In summary: 

• A ConvNet architectureiis inithe simplest case ailist of Layers that transform the 

image volumeiinto an outputivolume (e.g.iholding the classiscores) 

• There are a fewidistinct types ofiLayers (e.g. CONV/FC/RELU/POOL are by 

far theimostipopular) 

• EachiLayeriacceptsian input 3D volumeiand transformsiitito 

anioutputi3Divolumeithrough a differentiable function 

• Each Layer may or may not have parameters (e.g. CONV/FC do, RELU/POOL 

don’t) 

• Each Layer may or may not have additional hyperparameters (e.g. 

CONV/FC/POOL do, RELU doesn’t) 

 

 
             Figure 19: Layer Representation in CNN  
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Model : 

 
Figure 20:  Describing the ConvNet Network 

 

Input : We provide word2vec embeddings as the input layer to the model.  The data 

is reshaped according toithe input shapeiof thei2d-covnet. Eg: reshapingithe I/P data 

from (x_train x 784) to (x_train x 28 x 28).  

A convolutionioperation involvesiwhich isiapplied toia windowiof words toiproduce 

new feature. Thisifunction is appliedito each possibleiwordiwindow in theisentence 

andiproduces aifeature map. 

2D Convolution : The main operation in CNN. 
Then, we apply max-over-time pooling operation 
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Figure 21: CNN 

 

2.5.8 LSTM 

“Long short-term memory (LSTM) units (or blocks) are a building unit for layers 

of RNN. A RNN composed ofiLSTM unitsiis often called aniLSTM network.iA common 

LSTM unit is composed of a cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. The 

cell is responsible for "remembering" values over arbitrary time intervals; hence the word 

"memory" in LSTM. Each of the three gates can be thought of as a "conventional" 

artificial neuron, as in a multi-layer (or feedforward) neural network: that is, they 

compute an activation (using an activation function) of a weighted sum. Intuitively, they 

can be thought as regulators of the flow of values that goes through the connections of 

the LSTM; hence the denotation "gate". There are connections between these gates and 

the cell. 

The expression long short-term refers to the fact that LSTM is a model for the short-term 

memory which can last for a long period of time. An LSTM is well-suited 

to classify, process and predicttime series given time lags of unknown size and duration 

between important events. LSTMs were developed to deal with the exploding 

and vanishing gradient problem when training traditional RNNs. Relative insensitivity to 

gap length gives an advantage to LSTM over alternative RNNs, hidden Markov 

models and other sequence learning methods in numerous applications.” 

 

2.5.9 BiLSTM 

 
Bidirectional LSTMs are an extension of traditional LSTMs that can improve model 

performance on sequence classification problems. 
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In problems where all timestepsiofitheiinput sequenceiare available,iBidirectional 

LSTMs trainitwo instead ofione LSTMs onithe input sequence. Theifirst on the 

inputisequence as-is andithe second onia reversed copyiofithe inputisequence. 

Thisicaniprovide additional context to the network and result in faster and even fuller 

learning on the problem. 

2.5.10 CNN, LSTM- layers storing/dumping and making it reusable with other 

models 

 

Storing the layers from different models to make them reuseable for other model on 

a similar dataset proves out to be more efficient rather than providing random weights in 

the initial layers. We carried out various tasks or experiments to check for layers 

reuseablity, which in turn woud help us increase the model performance. Some of the 

experiments carried have been mentioned below : 

1. Get a custom pretrained word2vec embedding which can be usable for a similar 

dataset. 

Experiment1: with two similar datasets,  Getting w2v from one, building model, 

training. Then training with another dataset by loading the embedding layer from 

prev training   

2. Get a sentence vectorizer built with a CNN, LSTM, to be able to use for sentence 

similarity checks. 

Experiment 2: Get a vector using second last layer of CNN/LSTM-trained model   
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5CHAPTER 3 

  ANNOTATION TOOL 
 

3.1 Prodigy  
Prodigy is a powerful and efficient machine teaching annotation tool ,     powered by 

active learning.  

Properties of Prodigy : 

1.  Easy and Fast Training  

Prodigy is an annotation tool designed especially for data scientists so that they can 

do annotations themselves , enabling rapid iteration at a newer level. It can help 

even if you are working on entity recognition , image classification , POS tagging 

or intent detection. Prodigy is designed to help you train and evaluate the models 

faster. It allows you to stream your own data or real-world data from live APIs, also 

updates the model in real-time and chains models together to build more complex 

systems. 

 

2.      The missing piece in the Datascience Workflow  

Prodigy brings together the state-of-the-art insights from machine learning and user 

experience. Because of it’s active learning system ,you are only asked to annotate 

the examples that the model is not aware of and does not know the answer to. The 

prodigy web-application is powerful, immense and follows modern UX principles. 

Principle : Designed to help you focus on one decision at a time and keep you 

clicking and annotating.  

              For eg : Tinder for data 

 

3. Helps try the new ideas quickly  

Annotation is the phase where the project lingers. Hence, instead of trying out the 

idea , we start scheduling meetings, planning out the idea, writing specifications 

and wandering about the outcomes. So, with prodigy, we can have the and within a 

few hours, can get the first results. Once, the model is trained, it can be exported as 

a versioned Python package, paving a smooth path from prototype to  production. 
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4. Cloud Free  

Since ,AI is not a commodity ,hence cannot be bought from third-party provider. 

We need to build our own systems , own our tools and control our data. So, prodigy 

helps serve this purpose. This tool is self-contained, extensible , and ours forever. 

It will help even for a really complex pipeline – if it can be called from a python 

function, it can be used in prodigy 

 

3.2 How Does it Help ? 
Prodigy uses: 

It provides the ease of using our own components for storage, classification, loading, 

example selection and annotation. 

1. Helps us extend spaCy’s NER (named entity recognizer )  

2. Helps us increase the accuracy of spacy’s models on our own text . 

3. We can create , improve and evaluate the models for intent detection , sentiment 

analysis and text classification . 

4. We can also annotate object detection and image segmentation .  

 

 

Roadmap of Prodigy  

 

1. Get up and Running quickly : 

Prodigy can be used straight out of the box – Python and a web browser is all that 

is required .The annotations hence can be stored in local file ,using SQLite. Other 

than SQLite , we can use built-in MySQL , PostgreSQL back-ends. 

 

 
Figure 22: Initializing a Dataset 
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2. Built-in or Custom Recipe   

Recipes help us control the annotation stream and processing logic , and define 

model updation in our own way . 

Implementing custom recipes as python functions makes it easy to integrate our 

own solutions, no matter how complex the logic is . 

 

 
                                            Figure 23: Describing Custom Recipes 

 

3. Running Recipes  

Recipes can be run directly using the command line , or else they can be embedded 

in the python script and called within the python function. When the recipe is run, 

Prodigy starts the web server and hence, one can start annotating. 

 

 
                                                 Figure 24: Annotating on the port 
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4. Modern Web Application  

You can annotate – text , entities , classification and images straight from the 

browser -even on mobile devices . It’s modern UI is really helpful in keeping the 

user focussed only on one task at a time and one binary decision at a time. 

As the user swipes through the examples, annotations are sent back to Prodigy via 

REST API. Prodigy involves real-time model updation, which leads to removing 

already known questions from the stream. 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Web Application 

 

 

Efficient Annotation Mechanism 
  

Prodigy puts the model in loop , hence enabling active learning . The model uses what 

it already knows to figure out the next task , and is updated with the user provided 

answers . The configuration is really simple : just write the python function ,that returns 

the components in the form of a dictionary . 

Prodigy’s built-in recipes can be chained together to built complex systems . 
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                                         Figure 26: View of Custom Recipe 

 

 
                                    Figure 27: Flowchart of Prodigy Workflow 

 

 

3.3 What We Did ? 
We chose Prodigy over the traditional annotation method, because the main focus of 

Prodigy is time, which is an important factor in the life cycle of any project. 

Since, prodigy focuses on one task at a time, so it is even more efficient because it 

keeps the annotator focused by restricting him from thinking about any other task at 

that point of time. 

So, the main workflow of prodigy is mentioned in the following flowchart : 

The input data is read from the excel sheet, and an input stream of the required data 

fields is created. This input field is streamed on the browser at different ports. These 

web addresses are shared to different users, as prodigy supports multiuser 

environment, using ngrok, which creates a public URL for exposing the local web 

server. 

NGROK : creates instant secure URL to the localhost server via firewall or NAT.  
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The data is then displayed on different systems, and is annotated by the annotators. 

The annotated data is saved on the localhost and the output stream is converted into 

excel format.  

This process is continued till all the required data is tagged and updated. 
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Figure 28: Prodigy Workflow 
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3.4 Testing 
The tool went through various testing phases and the following changes were made  

• Addition of exclude function so that the annotator does not have to re-

annotate the data from the start is case of any software or hardware failure. 

• Inter-annotator was created .Modules were added to stream same data to 

different users simultaneously 

• There was a Confusion Matrix created across the users so as to check the 

confusions in the tagged data, for further improvement. 

• There was Flag feature added, so that all the sentences that they are not sure 

of, or are having some error can be marked and taken a look at later on. 

• Instruction link was added on the annotation page, so that if the annotators 

are unclear of any theme, then they can take a look at the example set and 

continue annotating. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

The first thing being Data Wrangling, the data is scraped from various sites. The main 

Workflow of our company includes manual Tagging of the data by the Data Analyst Team. 

And then this tagged data is forwarded to the Machine Learning team for running the models. 

If the data is not satisfactory, the models will not perform good. The main power lies in the 

hands of the Data Analyst team. And it is a fact that human beings are prone to error. So, the 

main focus of the company is automation. So, we are planning to automate all the small 

modules like running Inconsistencies/ Keyword Pair code/ Dependency Parsing etc. This 

will help the Machine Learning team to focus more on Research activities and finding better 

and optimised techniques, which are being used on daily basis and deploy them on the server 

so that they are available for direct use by the Analyst team and the Machine Learning team 

can focus more on Research area.  

Our future experiments will include techniques like Experimenting Deep learning models 

with Keras wrapper for scikit-learn, optimizing the sentiment models, experimenting with 

more Deep Learning Methods and Machine Learning methods. 

Our further focus will be on optimizing the work of Analyst team. We will further look for 

tools like Prodigy, so that tagging the data can be more efficient and faster. So, the main 

focus is on optimization techniques which would help us increase the speed and the quality 

of the results obtained. 

 
 

 

 

 


